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US Economy – Signs of Overheating ?
• The message from last week's data was that the extraordinary pace of economic growth could be even stronger right now if supply
could actually meet the tremendous onslaught of demand. This week's data laid bare that such an imbalance comes at a cost: inflation.

•

Consumer Price Index jumped 0.8% in April and is up 4.2% over the past year. Excluding the volatile food and energy components,
prices soared 0.9%—three times the amount expected and the largest monthly increase since 1981. Over the past three mo

• nths, core CPI is rising at a 5.6% annualized pace, indicating price growth has picked up materially over just the past few months.

• There does not appear to be much letup in sight. U.S. producer prices rose 0.6% in April and are up 6.2% year-over-year. Costs for
energy and "core" input goods eased in April, but food-related input costs picked up. Notably, service-related inputs, particularly for
transportation, advanced more quickly in April.
• Staffing challenges seem to be becoming increasingly acute as well, implying upward pressure on labor costs at the same time
businesses are paying more for parts and materials. Job openings catapulted to a record high of 8.1 million in March, while the share of
small businesses reporting at least one position as hard to fill rose to the highest in the series' nearly 50-year history.

US Economy – Transitory distortion?
• The market’s partial recovery late in the week may have also reflected a growing consensus that the choppy economic
signals were due to temporary dislocations from the pandemic, particularly on the inflation front.
• Rental car prices jumped 10% in April, a function partly of agencies selling off their fleets to stay afloat in 2020. Airline
fares also jumped 10% and hotel prices rose nearly 9%, as many Americans resumed travel.
• Worries over the hacker-induced shutdown of a major gasoline pipeline operated by Colonial Pipeline, the primary

supplier to much of the Southeast, also faded after operations were partially restored on Wednesday evening.
• Fed officials also made repeated assurances that inflation would not prompt any sudden shift in monetary policy.
• On Wednesday, Fed Vice Chair Richard Clarida acknowledged being surprised by the morning’s data, but he stated that

a temporary surge in inflation remained “entirely consistent” with the Fed’s goals.
• Lael Brainard and Mary Daly, two other central bank officials, also stressed that the economy remained far from the
Fed’s employment goals.

Inflation is arriving
• Hardly a day passes without new stories of shortages across the production chains.
•

While microchips have gotten most attention, the scarcity is showing up in a wide range of industrial metals, and different components for
production. Many of them stuck in container ships waiting outside congested ports or just not being produced at fast enough to meet
demand. Even lumber prices have more than tripled and food prices have leapt higher

• A massive demand for goods have triggered shortages of production inputs, elevated freight rates, long delivery times and a sharp
increase in commodity prices.
• US stimulus is feeding strong demand for some time, savings are high and European goods consumption is now getting a new lift from the
reopening of retail stores.
• On top of this manufacturing inventories are depleted and capacity-increasing investments will themselves require more resources in the
short term. In additions central banks are not removing the punch bowl soon as employment is still far behind pre-covid levels.
• Eventually goods demand and commodity price inflation should ease when we start to spend more on services and the supply of goods
and materials increases on the back of new investments.
• But until then the overheating to continue into the summer and a pass-through to core consumer prices is increasingly likely.

History Repeats itself
• The narrative of a bygone era can influence the debate on economic policy many years later. This is clearly the case today where in US, based
on a combination of strongly accelerating growth, mounting evidence of inflationary pressures and ongoing monetary and fiscal stimulus,
increasingly references are made to the 1970s.
• The ‘great inflation’ of the 1970s had many causes. The policy objective of full employment had already led to high inflation by the end of the
1960s. Two oil shocks and the depreciation of the dollar caused additional increases.

• The key factor was monetary policy, which was not adapted to the circumstances. It reflected the view that the Fed did not have a mandate to
tolerate the sizeable increase in unemployment that might have ensued from the aggressive tightening needed to bring inflation under
control.
•

In addition, inflation was considered to be a cost-push phenomenon that could be addressed with wage and price controls. Today’s situation

is very different. The Federal Reserve is an independent central bank and inflation expectations are well-anchored.
•

However, letting the economy run hot is reminiscent of the 1960s.

• Should inflation be above target for too long, the Federal Reserve will need to have the courage to tighten policy sufficiently despite the
potential cost to the economy

Employment : Puzzle
• First, some business leaders have complained that the enhanced unemployment insurance that was part of the last two stimulus bills has left millions of
people receiving more money from the government than they can earn from returning to work. Thus, many have chosen not to work while they receive
government benefits that are set to expire in September.
• Second, many women who dropped out of the labor force are reluctant to return so long as they continue to care for children at home. Female

participation in the labor force, which had been declining for the last two decades, fell dramatically during the pandemic . The Biden administration has
included substantial government subsidies for childcare and early childhood education in its latest fiscal proposal.
• Third, it is likely that some people who left employment during the pandemic are wary of returning to jobs that involve social interaction so long as the
virus remains a threat. Thus, despite a high rate of vaccination, the virus is not yet defeated and is likely discouraging some people from working.
• Fourth, there have been significant disruptions of supply chains involving shortages of transport capacity and key inputs. This has suppressed the ability
to produce, transport, and distribute goods. It is possible that this situation, indicative of robust global demand, has stifled employment growth.
• Finally, the structure of the economy is changing in response to the pandemic, with some sectors shrinking and others growing. This has affected the
mix of jobs available and the mix of skills required of the labor force. It is possible that a skills mismatch is stifling hiring. That is, companies are finding it

difficult to obtain people with the skills they need. It might also be the case that some companies are not boosting wages sufficiently to attract the
labor they need. Indeed, four years ago, when there was full employment and some business leaders complained about labor shortages, a Fed
official said, “If you’re not raising wages, then it just sounds like whining.”

German Recovery
• Germany’s ZEW expectations index jumped by 13.7 points to 84.4 in May, reaching its highest level in more than twenty years.
•

The index gauges the expectations of economists and financial analysts about Germany’s economic conditions during the next six months
(‘improve’ minus ‘get worse’). The other part of the ZEW survey is the current conditions index (‘good’ minus ‘bad’). This rose as well in May (to
-40.1, up from -48.8), although it remained well below its long-term average value of -8.

•

A major factor behind the high level of expectations seems to be that the pace of vaccination in Germany has been stepped up noticeably since
the middle of April. Indeed, almost 33% of the population has received at least one dose of vaccine against COVID-19 (9.5% is fully vaccinated).
Also, the government has recently decided to relax some of the restrictions for those who have been fully vaccinated and those who have
recovered from Corona (e.g. rules about obligatory testing before entering hair salons and certain shops and about the maximum number of

people that can meet).
• Nevertheless, the majority of lockdown measures are still in place (e.g. restaurants, bars, museums and theatres remain closed and curfews
remain in place). Bulk of these measures will be lifted as from June onwards. Consequently, GDP growth to bounce back sharply during the
second half of the year, although Q2 will probably also see expansion.
• Germany’s GDP to return to pre-pandemic levels around the end of 2021 -around two quarters before the eurozone as a whole.

China : No Policy turns
• The post-pandemic recovery in the global economy and in China’s domestic demand is feeding through in China’s inflation figures as well.
Particularly eye-catching is the acceleration in producer prices.

• After having been mostly in negative territory between mid-2019 and late 2020, PPI inflation accelerated sharply in recent months reaching
6.8% yoy in April (the highest pace since October 2017).
• This may add to some extent to concerns over a rising contribution from China to a pick-up in global inflation. The acceleration in China’s PPI
is strongly related to recent developments in commodity markets including metals, so in fact to a significant extent driven by global factors.
• Chinese producers do not fully pass-through higher cost prices to their customers. Although China’s CPI inflation has returned to positive
territory, at 0.9% yoy in April its pace is still relatively low. And while China’s core CPI has rebounded from post-global-financial-crisis lows, its
pace was also still subdued in April (0.7% yoy).
• Earlier last week, PBoC stated that it does not expect the rise in global commodity prices to have a big impact on China’s CPI inflation going
forward. Meanwhile, China’s credit cycle has already started turning . This trend is likely to continue in 2021 with no sharp U-turns in
monetary policy, certainly not in the run-up to the CCP’s 100th anniversary on 1 July

India Bond markets – Storm in Tea cup
• The government raised 122.05 bln rupees as against 260 bln rupees notified at the auction. This was the third time the RBI rejected all bids for a
paper, taking the difference between the amount borrowed and notified by the Centre to 387 bln rupees for this financial year.

•

Auction results have left the markets confused with RBI’s tight leash over the bond yields as it is seen that RBI is controlling both the supply and
demand aspects of the market . RBI holds the supply by rejecting bids at the auction and stimulates demand by conducting market operations
such as Operation Twist and outright open market operations.

• RBI will purchase 350 bln rupees worth of bonds on Thursday -most of the papers that RBI opted for are semi-liquid apart from the 10-year
benchmark 5.85%, 2030 bond. 10-year benchmark 5.85%, 2030 bond yield will not sustain below 6.0% but markets are cautious about placing
bets against the paper due to low free float of the paper.
• The NITI Aayog has begun discussions on whether India needs another fiscal package to boost the economy in the backdrop of the devastating
second wave of the COVID-19 pandemic
• The government has lined up a host of companies for divestment including strategic sale of Bharat Petroleum, Air India and Shipping Corp of
India Ltd and initial public offering of Life Insurance Corp of India Ltd. But in the current context of second Covid wave, the bigger ticket
disinvestment is less likely to fructify

India : Headline risk
• Cash holdings of state governments fell to a six-month low of 2.13 trln rupees at the end of April, suggesting that many of them dipped into
their substantial cash piles to meet expenses.
•

Some states could also be availing the financial accommodation provided by the RBI through special drawing facility, and ways and means
advances, which are cheaper than market borrowing costs

• The growth-inflation mix has never been ‘better’ for India, with data released last week showing CPI inflation cooled to 4.29% in April and
industrial production jumped 22.4% in March.
•

The broadest definition of core inflation fell to a 10-month low of 5.4%, breaking away sharply from the 6.0% handle it had attached itself
to for nearly a year. But again, a high base had a role to play here. Moreover, the details were not particularly reassuring.

• All eyes will be on commodity prices that are the strongest risk. For now, RBI is likely to be accommodative, taking into cognizance
the effects from Second wave covid-19.
• The World Economic Situation and Prospects report projected India’s GDP to grow by 10.1% in 2022. “India has been particularly affected
by a brutal second wave, which is overwhelming the public health system in large parts of the country,” it said, adding that given the fluid
situation, its growth outlook was highly fragile.

Indian Equity Markets • The second wave of COVID-19 is putting India through a gruelling
test but the markets are taking the crisis in their stride
• Markets have shown tremendous resilience despite the rising cases
but sustainability at higher levels seems difficult if the situation
worsens.
•

Further, with fear of inflation looming over developed markets,
domestic bourses may adjust to global indices and remain under
pressure in the near-term.

• Overall, market sentiment remains negatively biased, as the Nifty 50
index failed to sustain above 15000 levels and has retraced back to
14600-14700 points during the week.
•

14235-14735 Range likely to prevail

